6th Grade Middle School

Supply List

Below is a list of supplies students will need in 6th Grade

- 1 1½" binder per subject
- At least 4 dividers
- 2 packs of loose-leaf paper
- Highlighters (at least 4)
- One zipper pouch pencil case (hole punched)
- 4: Two pocket folder (hole punched)

-Pencils (enough to last the entire school year)
- Pens (blue or black, and at least one red)
- A dictionary/thesaurus
- Personal hand sanitizer
- Several boxes of tissues (one per subject would be appreciated)
- Clorox wipes (one per subject would be appreciated)
- Colored pencils (8 or 12 pack)
- Glue sticks (2)
- Earbuds for iReady

We would also like it noted that these supplies are NOT needed and should not be brought to school:

- No Markers (includes Sharpies)
- No Scissors
- No White-out of any kind

Thank you from the 6th-grade team.
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